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Molly went to clean herself and change her dirty clothes when she returned to the hotel She was feeling 

much better when she came out 

Molly could not forget what had happened a few hours ago. She had lost her desire to eat, so she did 

not want to eat lunch. 

Sean did not force Molly. He went over with the ointment and helped her apply it. Then he said, “Don’t 

overthink it. Just go to sleep. Today. I won’t go out again.” 

“I’ll stay at the hotel with Molly and take care of her ‘Sean thought. 

“Okay.” Molly nodded. She would get tired quickly if she kept being tense However, Molly had trouble 

sleeping 

Molly was frightened by what happened this morning. Even after she took the medicine, she still 

dreamed about those things. Those men laughed at her and jumped on her, and she was not saved 

Molly suddenly opened her eyes, and she was breathing rapidly. After that, she was no longer tired 

At that moment, out of the blue, the phone rang Molly looked at the screen and saw that the triplets at 

home were calling her with a video call. This made Molly’s face look a little bit better 

Before picking up the phone, Molly took a sip of water from the cup on the table next to her bed 

“Mommy! Did you miss us today?” The happy sounds of the triplets could be heard from the phone’s 

speaker 

“We miss you, Mommy Everyday 

“When are you coming back, Mommy?” 

Molly smiled as she listened to the triplets’ greetings. 

“Mommy misses you three too. Did you behave well today? Have you finished your homework?” Molly 

looked at the three little kids and asked 

“It’s already done. Mommy, why aren’t you looking so good today? Are you too tired from working ?” 

Alex’s sharp eyes saw that Molly was not as happy as she usually was 

“I’m fine I’m just having trouble sleeping.” Molly calmly made up an excuse to cover it up, 

Molly did not want her kids or family to know what had happened to her, so she talked to them about 

other things 

Sean said he was not going to leave the hotel, so he did not. He stayed in the living room because he 

was afraid that Molly would not be able to find him when she woke up. 

Sean was working on his laptop. 

Tony returned to report to Sean after dealing with the hooligans 



“Boss, I found something. They were all idle gangsters in that area. They’ve now lost one of their legs 

and one of their hands I also learned something from them’ Tony frowned 

Tony continued, “They didn’t go after Ms May because they wanted to; they were told to Yesterday, a 

man in black gave them some money and a picture of Ms May. They did what that man told them to 

When they had the photos, it was easy for the thugs to make a move They wandered around the 

hospital early in the morning, waiting for Molly to show up 

“Did you find out what this person looks like? Any traits in particular?” Sean’s hand gradually gripped 

tighter on the armrest. 

“It’s not clear how the man looks only his body was described,” Tony explained. It seemed that the other 

person was well-prepared 

As Tony recalled, the man in black had met with the thugs in a surveillance blind spot and had left no 

traces 

Molly had just left the room when she heard Tony She asked, “What man are you talking about Mr. 

Hill?” 

Sean turned around and saw Molly coming toward him. He did not keep it a secret from her. He told 

Molly quickly what Tony had just told her, and he quietly asked her, “Do you have any idea who it is? Or, 

anyone that you know of?”  
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Molly shook her head 

“No, I don’t have a lot of enemies, and even lewer people have seen me as Dr Joye,’ Molly said 

Sean was thinking about the same thing as Molly 

Then, who would target Molly? 

When Sean thought that one of his business rivals might have been responsible for what happened to 

Molly, he got angry Sean stared at Tony and told him, “Find out more about it I must find out who did it! 

Tony realized how serious this situation was He nodded and went to find out more 

Sean raised his head a little He looked at Molly as she came over and asked, “Why didn’t you sleep a 

little longer 

Molly walked over to the couch and sat right next to Sean Being this close to Sean made her feel safer 

Molly answered, “I’m having trouble sleeping When are we going to go back? I’m starting to miss the 

kids 

After Molly finished talking she looked into Sean’s eyes 

“Tve already booked our flight for tomorrow morning, so we’ll just stay here for one more night 

Molly nodded and said nothing 



Sean looked at how weak Molly seemned He just could not help but feel upset and uncomfortable He 

ufted his hand to comfort her and patted her on the shoulder 

It hurt Sean when Molly had trouble sleeping 

I couldn’t bear to think about the moment I found her whenever I closed my eyes. That one split-second 

could have made everything worse 

Sean was shaking At that moment, he realized for the first time that he would be scared He was terrified 

Not only did this hurt Molly, but it also hurt Sean 

Sean was ashamed and continuously blamed himself since they returned to the hotel Sean hated his 

chippied body and he wanted to be able to stand up 

“Do you want to eat something?’ Sean asked when he saw Molly sitting next to him with a blank look on 

her face 

“A little.” Molly spoke up Even though she did not feel hungry, her stomach told her otherwise She could 

not care less about her health, no matter what 

Sean look out his phone and started looking for a contact 10 have someone bring the food,” he said 

Afet a while, two sets of food were sent to their room 

“Il est with you alright? Sean put a plate of food in front of Molly and asked softly 

Sean rould tell that Molly was not hungry He was afraid that if he stared at Molly. she would not eal So, 

he vuggested that they eat together 

Molly said “Okey Molly’s heart was louched by how much Sean cared about her She finally got a little 

turvoy when we looked at the lood on the plate 

Both of themi ate their food in ulence Sean would sometimes look of Molly After they had been uiting 

for a while, Molly told Sean that it was time for his treatment. 

“Is your arm okay? Does it still hurt?” Sean saw that her arm was hurt and just had to ask. 

“I’m fine.” 

Molly was getting ready to start the treatment, but her arm still felt very painful when she moved. 

But Molly did not want to delay Sean’s treatment. 

The treatment was a little more difficult than usual. Molly could not move around much. Not only would 

it be a little slow, but it would also be tough for her. 

This time, the treatment was harder on Molly, but she kept going. Up until the moment Molly put her 

hand down, Sean said, “Let me put the medicine on you.” 

Molly’s arm was pulled up by Sean. He held her up with his big hand under his arm, so she did not have 

to lift it. 



Molly was always the center of Sean’s attention. He was afraid that she would hurt herself. But her 

serious and determined face kept him from stopping the treatment. 

“Okay,” said Molly. Her current resistance toward Sean had abruptly disappeared the instant he found 

and rescued her.  
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Molly knew how kind the person in front of her was, and her broken heart made it natural for her to 

Subconsciously depend on him 

Molly was still sitting quietly with her head down when Sean was done putting the medicine on her He 

could not make out what she was thinking 

*Can 1 spend the night here?” After noticing that she had been stared at for a while, Molly turned her 

head and asked 

Molly’s moist eyes were lighted by the room’s light like a spiritual deer pleading for shelter 

Sean’s heart started to soften, and he asked, “Are you scared?” 

“I had nightmares during the day, and I’m scared that I’ll have nightmares again at night.” Molly said. 

She gave a slight nod and lowered her eyes 

Sean was happy deep down. He suddenly felt like it was a blessing in disguise After all, Molly was rarely 

proactive 

“Sure.” Sean said “But I’m not going to sleep on the couch.” He could not even if he wanted to 

Molly was relieved when she heard that Sean had agreed. She could finally stop worrying about having 

nightmares later 

“It’s fine I can sleep on the couch”Molly answered directly 

“it’s freezing at night, and you don’t have a quilt to cover yourself.” Sean said, shaking his head in 

disapproval 

“I’ll let you sleep in my bed When I fall asleep, I won’t move We could also put a pillow in the middle 

can’t run away, even if i did something bad to you I still need you for the treatment 

Sean explained it carefully, and Molly could not think of a reason to say no 

However, Molly did not want to refuse right then She said, “Okay.” 

When it was time to sleep. Sean covered Molly with the quilt and turned off the light. He made sure to 

wrap her in a tight blanket and not let any wind in, so she would not get a cold 

Molly was finally able to relax When the room went dark, she was not as scared anymore 

They both slept in the same bed but on opposite sides of it 

Sean did not have any bad habits when it came to sleep. He took slow, quiet breaths and did not snore 

He was sleeping soundly on his back. 



Molly lay on her side and looked at Sean from the side. Even though she knew that Sean was a good 

person, she still had some concerns 

Molly wanted Sean to sleep before she did. She never thought that she would feel sleepy as she 

watched him 

Molly squinted her eyes and used the last bit of awareness to ensure that Sean’s eyes were closed Soon 

after, her eyelids started to stick together, and she did not want to open them again 

Sean was asleep in the middle of the night when he suddenly felt something moving next to him 

Scan slowly opened his eyes to find Molly, who had been far away, rubbing against him 

Sean could not help but think about the time when the triplets had a sleepover at his house previously 

“They all slept the same way, just like their mother.’ Sean thought. He gathered his thoughts, and his 

mind was very clear 

Sean breathed out softly. He was a little nervous because he did not want to wake Molly up. 

Sean looked carefully at the person next to him again to ensure that she was sleeping and leaning on 

him. 

Sean smiled as he quietly stared at Molly in the dark room. In his heart, he felt calm and at ease At first, 

Molly thought she could not sleep, so she looked at Sean secretly for a long time she was so tired that 

she fell asleep after a while. 

Then, Molly leaned on Sean’s warm body as she slept She did it unknowingly because she wanted to feel 

closer to the warmth. 

Sean was wide awake but had no idea what kind of pain he was trying to resist 

A beautiful woman was in Sean’s arms. He suddenly felt his body temperature rise, and even his fingers 

felt hot.  
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Sean started to breathe more heavily He shut his eyes in shame and did not dare to look again. That fair 

skin was like a tempting but forbidden fruit in the dark 

Sean turned his back, looked away, and moved a little bit without making a sound. The next second, the 

soft body got closer to him. 

“Oh my goodness.’ Sean thought 

As Sean gulped, his Adam’s apple rolled. He could not move because he would fall off the bed if he did 

He had to force himself not to think about it too much to get through it 

But Sean cared a lot about the person next to him 

Sean had a hard time keeping his heart steady Yet, he knew how to behave and persisted no matter how 

hard it was. Even if it was something excruciating 



Sean had trouble sleeping all night, it was almost morning before he finally did 

Molly woke up as the sun was rising very high in the sky. She squinted her eyes and then saw a man very 

close to her She was startled and opened her eyes wide 

“How did I end up in Sean’s arms? I was sleeping on the other side of the bed, wasn’t 17′ Molly thought 

to herself 

Molly did not know why, but she wanted to leave and did not want to wake Sean up. As soon as she 

looked up, her eyes went straight to a particular spot 

Molly looked at Sean’s back and saw that he was in the same place before he went to sleep “Did I roll 

over by myself while I was asleep? she wondered 

She was stunned for a moment and then looked back into Sean’s eyes. She was a little embarrassed and 

whispered, “I didn’t mean to do it.” 

Molly bit her bottom lip. When she woke up, her hair was a little tangled. It took away her usual apathy 

and made her look very polite 

“Yes, I’m aware of that.” Molly heard Sean say another sentence before she could speak. “You do mean 

it 

Ah, I don’t think it’ll be okay, no matter how much I explain things!’ Molly thought 

Molly’s cheeks turned a little pink She could not face Sean again. She pursed her lips and thought for a 

while before she said, “I didn’t do anything weird, right? 

“When Dr. May was asleep, she loved to take advantage of others,’ Sean said He covered his smile and 

thought for a while before pretending to be serious 

“You’ve already done what you did last night. Sean lowered his head and whispered in Molly’s ear, 

Molly’s ears felt like they were on fire. She curved her neck even more because she did not dare to look 

at 

Sean Her face was about to get buried in the quilt 

Molly was depressed and confused at the same time 

Wh What did I do? Sean was not able to move. 11 I did something to him while he was asleep, wouldn’t 

thot be the worst kind ol bullying?’ Molly almost passed out when she thought about that 

Seeing this, Sean (imediately swallowed the words he wanted to say to explain things He got up, looked 

at Molly with a smile, and asked, “Tony will be here soon. Are you planning to just lie there?” 

As soon as Sean was done talking, he looked over and saw Molly sitting up straight on the bed. She ran 

away and almost vanished right away. 

Sean could no longer hold back. He gave a small chuckle. He said all the things that had been bothering 

him all night, and immediately, he felt happy and at ease. 



After getting cleaned and eating breakfast, the three left together to return to Norlon. 

Brycen was the happiest to see Molly when she came back. 

“My dearest Molly! I miss you so much!” Brycen shouted loudly and could not hide his joy. 

‘At long last, I’m free!’ Brycen thought. 

Brycen almost passed out from Caitlyn’s so-called cruel treatment these days. He believed that she did 

not treat him, a patient, like a person at all. 

“Am I a piece of meat on a chopping board that doesn’t feel pain to her? She doesn’t care about how I 

feel at all!’ Brycen thought. 

“Molly, you almost lost a brother. However, I overcame it.” Brycen did not stop talking.  
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“You know how ruthless Caitlyn is. She acts like she can’t hear it when others are yelling in pain! She 

isn’t as gentle as you!” 

Molly set her things down with a smile. It was a rare occasion for her to not find somebody so noisy 

After having an opportunity to be away from home, Molly now understood that there was no place 

more comfortable and peaceful than home. Even Sean’s constant nagging sounded endearing to her 

now 

Meanwhile, Brycen was complaining like there was no tomorrow 

Sawyer twitched his lips slightly and looked away Even he thought that Brycen was an embarrassment 

“How old is Brycen again? And yet, he’s here being a tattletale Were the past few days really that awful? 

he wondered 

Caitlyn’s gaze darkened as she stared at Brycen’s back, 

What does he mean by that? Am I some kind of vixen? He’s clearly too weak if he’s crying like a baby 

from this little pain,’ she thought disdainfully 

Then, she turned away and ignored him 

Everyone was gathered in the living room 

The three children excitedly yelled, “Welcome home. Mr Anderson and mommy! We miss you two so 

much!” 

Sean looked at them with a gentle gaze 

“I miss you all too. I brought you all some toys,” he answered 

Sean bought the toys from a toy shop at the airport while he and Molly were waiting to board the 

airplane Even though they were quite pricey, Sean did not mind spending money on his three children 

Moreover, the amount he had spent was not much to him 



Sean chose many toys at once in the end, Molly had to stop him from overbuying. 

‘I don’t know why, but I can’t stop myself from feeling happy whenever I think of the children, Sean 

thought 1 

The children looked at the five big paper bags beside Sean with excitement. 

“Wow! Are all those for us7 they gasped in unison 

“Wow! Daddy’s so nice to us!’ they thought Sean’s expression caught Brycen’s attention He always felt 

like Sean was trying to curry favor with the children 

‘This guy really knows how to win my niece and nephews’ hearts! He’s such a scheming man! he thought 

Indignantly 

Molly spent the whole day tidying the house the day they got back to Norlon The following day, she 

went to the hospital to check on the child she had voluntarily treated previously 

Beryamin was in the ward with Molly 

Benjamin and Tinkerbelle seemed close Molly learned from him that Tinkerbelle was doing well, 

Tinkerbelle sat on the bed with a lighi smile She blinked her doe eyes as they flickered between 

Benjamin 

and Molly 

“Dr. May, are you Mr. Fort’s girlfriend?” she asked. 

Before anyone could answer, she spoke again, “If you aren’t, then I’ll marry Mr. Fort when I grow up!” 

At that point, Tinkerbelle had broken into a wide smile. Her smile was completely childlike and free from 

ill intentions. 

“I’m not,” Molly said coolly with a smile. 

“Whai a fascinating child. Or rather, Benjamin’s too irresistibly charming, she thought. 

However, she did not notice that Benjamin’s eyes dimmed with disappointment. 

After chatting for a while, Benjamin followed Molly out of the ward. 

“We haven’t seen each other in ages. Why don’t I treat you to lunch? We could talk about one of the 

children,” he suggested. 

Molly stared at him with a pleading look. 

“One of the children needs surgery. Since we aren’t too confident with the current proposal, I was 

hoping you could help us.” 

“Sure.” 

Then, the two walked to a restaurant and continued talking over their meal. 

Molly lifted her arm to move the fruit platter in front of herself. “You want some?” 



“No, you can have it.” 

Benjamin was watching her since he was done coming up with a proposal. Suddenly, he saw something 

red flash across his eyes before quickly disappearing into Molly’s sleeves<  
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Benjamin froze before taking the fruit platter from Molly She was dumbfounded ‘Didn’t you say you 

don’t want any?” 

However, Benjamin did not seem to hear her He pulled the fruit platter aside before tugging her arm 

gently 

“What happened?’ he asked with a solemn expression 

There were two people by the door gazing at them 

Sharon and Alice were both stunned when they saw Molly and Benjamin The two looked like they were 

pretty close 

Sharon took Alice on an outing today After returning to Norlon, Sharon was still upset with how Sean 

had treated her during the trip. Regardless, she was well aware of her place, so she did not take her 

anger out on Sean 

Since I can’t move Sean, I’ll have to be on good terms with Alice As long as I get on Alice’s good side and 

make her like me, I will have plenty of chance to get closer to Sean, she thought 

This was why Sharon had frequently been asking Alice out for shopping and meals 

The two were tired from shopping Since they were nearby the place, they decided to have a meal there 

However, they did not expect to witness such a spectacle 

“Dr May seems to be quite popular if I remember correctly, that should be the son of the Forts family in 

Northfolk. He has excellent skills and is considered one of the best in the medical field,” Sharon said 

After talking about Benjamin’s relationship with Molly, she purposefully brought up his family 

background 

As expected, Alice’s expression had changed 

Thankfully, Abigail had told me about Molly’s past She’s involved with so many men. It’s no wonder her 

reputation was down in the dumps, and she got kicked out of the May family. Alice thought 

Her impression of Molly worsened 

“How unfortunate She’s going to jinxus Let’s eat somewhere else, Sharon” 

Alice did not hide her disdain and left with Sharon 

“Sure, I know this place nearby “Sharon said to Alice happily 

Then, the two walked away while chatting 



Meanwhile, Molly had no clue about their conversation. Benjamin was asking her about the injury on 

her hand 

“Don’t you know how important your hands are to you as a surgeon who’s about to perform surgery? 

How did this happen? 

Benjamin sounded as though he was reprimanding her, but his eyes were filled with concern 

He was concerned about Molly’s injury and was worried that she would not be able to practice medicine 

due to her injury 

His nothing just fell, that’s all I’ve already put some medication over it, so it’ll be fine in a day or two it 

wont affect me in performning surgery on the patient, Molly said casually 

She retracted her hand from Benjamin’s grip. She did not feel comfortable being so close to him. 

Since Molly acted like the two of them were not even friends, Benjamin did not probe any further as he 

was not in the position to do so. 

After checking the severity of her injury and making sure that it was as minor as she said, only then did 

Benjamin let go. 

Then, the two returned to the hospital and continued discussing the preoperational plan. 

Molly was busy until three o’clock in the afternoon. Just as she was about to leave the hospital, she saw 

two familiar figures. 

It was Lara and Nathan 

Molly glanced at the two and the department that they had exited. She knew that Nathan was here with 

Lara for her checkup 

Since Molly had only met them once, she did not say hello  
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Molly walked past the two and acted as if she did not see them 

Nathan felt a mix of emotions as he watched her retreating figure 

Lara was also stunned Even though she had always felt hatred and disgust toward Molly. Molly still 

helped her 

She recalled the time she was half conscious on the operation table, she saw Molly 

“I don’t know how I feel about Molly right now, but does Molly plan on severing her ties with us? Will 

we be 

strangers in the future7 she wondered 

The Anderson family’s mansion 

Alice asked Sean to come home for dinner 



Only Sean, Ricky, and Alice were home 

Alice’s intentions were obvious She asked him home to reprimand him. 

“You’re all grown up now You don’t listen to me or care about my reputation Let’s talk about what you 

did: you asked Sharon to return from a country alone What would you do if something had happened to 

her? 

Sean looked unfazed and continued to let her speak Alice felt irritated with his attitude 

“Sean, Molly isn’t a good fit for the Anderson family You can’t marry her just because she is a skilled 

doctor Let’s not talk about what her reputation is like Come take a look at this.” 

Then, Alice took out her phone and showed Sean the photo of Molly that she had taken in the afternoon 

“She’s getting all touchy with a man in public, how inappropriate She won’t leave you alone, yet she’s 

messing around with other men What does she take you for?” 

Since the photo was taken very clearly, Sean could instantly recognize the two people in the photo. They 

were Molly and Benjamin 

He could not see what the two were doing from the angle, but they were very close to each other 

Sean’s gaze darkened He looked away without changing his expression 

“It’s just a photo it could be the angle, so it doesn’t prove anything.” 

Alice was furious when she heard his words 

‘That woman has bewitched my son I saw it with my own eyesi” she thought to herself 

When Ricky saw his wife and son about to get into another argument, he quickly pulled Alice away. 

Then, he reminded her that she might force Sean Into doing something rash 

Allce gritted her teeth and recomposed herself 

“Fine, it better be that,’ she said reluctantly 

Either way, I won’t let Molly marry into the Anderson family, she thought 

Sean was not entirely unaffected by the photo his mother showed him. He did not speak much the 

entire night When Molly came over to give him his medical treatment, she felt his silence 

“Old something happen at work 

she asked while inserting a needle 

“Everything’s fine.” 

Sean did not want to bring up the photo Alice showed him. However, he was genuinely affected by what 

he saw. 

Moments of silence later, Sean finally spoke. 

“What did you do at the hospital today?” he asked in a feigned casual tone. 



He made it seem like it was the small talk they usually had. Molly did not know why Sean was asking, so 

she succinctly told him what she did at the hospital. 

“You had lunch at the hospital? How was the food?” 

Sean asked another question when he did not get the information he wanted 

“Nope. Benjamin invited me to lunch. We were supposed to talk about the preoperational plan, but he 

saw the injury on my hand and told me off.”  
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Molly looked a little down when she brought up the topic 

Benjamin had reprimanded her several times on their way back to the hospital 

She was like a disobedient child getting an earful 

After hearing what Molly said, Sean’s mood was immediately lifted He felt the weight in his heart 

instantly lifted 

“How’s your hand now?” 

Sean looked at Molly as she handled the needles with steady movements 

Since she was wearing a loose-fitted long sleeved shirt, he could not see her injury 

“It’s fine He was overreacting I’m a doctor myself Moreover, I still want to perform surgery, so how 

could I not take care of my own hands?” 

Molly said while inserting the last needle 

However, Sean was still worried 

“Come here and let me see ” 

Molly hesitated momentarily before reaching her hand out 

Her hand was no longer swollen, but the greenish bruise had turned purple While it did look a little scary 

it appeared to be on the road to recovery 

“Does it hurt? 

Sean gently rubbed his finger on her bruise without putting much pressure 

“No, it doesn’t’ Molly shook her head 

‘Not only does it not hurt, but Sean’s touch is also making my arm feel a little itchy. she thought 

Just as Molly was about to retract her hand, Sean stopped her 

“What’s wrong? Molly looked at him perplexedly 

Sean pursed his lips and hesitated for a moment He wanted to say, “Don’t let other people touch you I’ll 

feel jealous.” 



However, he was currently not in the position to tell Molly something that possessive 

He loosened his grip and coolly said, “Nothing.” 

Molly thought that Sean was acting weird tonight She could still feel Sean’s touch on her wrist At that 

thought, she felt her wrist turn warm 

Molly quickly hid her arm behind her back and suppressed the strange emotions she was leeling 

When Molly finally got home, only then did she quietly release her deeply suppressed feelings 

She knew that what she felt for Sean was different from her usual feelings for other people 

Maybe I do like him We met and got to know each other We’ve defended each other and given each 

other company But, when it comes to relationships, it’s always about going with the flow It’s probably 

better for me not to force anything.’ Molly thought 

Just as she was in deep thought she heard the footsteps of someone coming downstairs She turned 

around and saw Sawyer 

“You’re done with Mr Anderson’s medical treatment?” he asked. 

“Yeah.’ Molly responded 

“How have you been feeling lately? Aside from your quality of sleep. do you still feel anxious and 

manic?” she asked 

This was Molly’s first time talking to him about his condition 

The two barely conversed from when he was reluctant to receive treatment up until now 

“It’s gotten much better.” 

Sawyer was in a good mood. It was rare to see a light smile appear on his handsome face 

Molly also smiled 

“The kids told me everything. Thank you for teaching them art By the way, I heard that you’re in the art 

field. Have you ever had an art exhibition?” she asked 

She did not know much about the May brothers. Everything she knew was hearsay 

The truth was, Sawyer was like Sean, he liked the children very much. However, he did not openly 

express his feelings like Sean 

“I have Sawyer pursed his lips “But, none of the works I’ve produced this year are considered good.” 

Molly knew what he meant. His deteriorating condition, anxiety, and insomnia, all of these affected his 

creative abilities  
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“It’s alright. Since you’ve gotten better recently, maybe your next art exhibition won’t be far from now.” 

Molly consoled him since she knew what he was going through 



Meanwhile, Sean just took a medicated bath back at his villa, Tony approached him with some 

documents regarding the findings of their investigation 

“Someone was following us throughout our trip. This person was very vigilant, so we weren’t been able 

to see their face from the security cameras. However, judging from their route, this person has been 

following us even before we left the country” 

Tony did not expect someone to be this audacious 

Thankfully, he was cautious enough to have someone get the security footage 

“I wonder who is this person working for. I don’t think they’re targeting us because they seem to have 

only been watching Ms. May” 

Tony got this piece of information from the security footage near their hotel 

“Ms May is currently only residing in Northfolk. Among those with ill intentions toward Ms May, the 

May family is out of the question. Her adoptive parents don’t have the guts, and Diana is in jail. And so, 

the only possibility is.. It’s someone you know.” 

Tony glanced at Sean. He did not explicitly express his suspicions 

“Of course, what I’m saying is hypothetical since there isn’t any concrete evidence yet” 

“Then go find some I don’t care who it is, but I’m surely going to investigate this matter! Sean said with a 

dark gaze 

Tony felt a little frightened by the hostility radiating off Sean 

“I’ve already gotten someone to look into it.” Tony responded 

He looked at Sean and asked with a smile, ‘Boss, since you care about Ms May so much, why don’t you 

make it official? Once the two of you are together, those who think of hurting Ms. May will have to think 

twice * 

Sean had considered the idea before, but.. 

“I don’t want to force her into anything. I want her to be with me out of sincerity So, we’ll just go with 

the flow and take things slow” 

“Hopefully, Ms. May will see things in your light soon, Boss,” Tony said with a smile 

‘If Ms. May doesn’t get the message, then the boss will have to suffer, he thought. 

“Good night, Boss I’ll be taking my leave,” Tony said as he shut the door. 

Midnight. The Noland family’s house, 

A bodyguard was standing in front of Abigail in the study He was the man in a suit who instructed the 

hooligans to kidnap Molly a few days ago while they were abroad 



Sean’s men are too quick They were searching for her while investigating the matter at the same time 

Thankfully, I had a backup plan, so he won’t be able to know that it’s us for now,” he reported what 

happened abroad to Abigail 

Sro Stans men were investigating the matter closely, he could not get in touch with Abigail There were 

several instances when he almost got caught by Sean’s people who were hidden, but he managed to 

lose them. 

When he returned to Norlon, he purposefully went to other places before heading to Northfolk. 

However, his actions did not get Abigail’s praise. 

“What about Molly?” she only wanted to know what happened to Molly 

The bodyguard paused before he continued, “My men took her to the apartment, but Sean and his men 

arrived very quickly. They left with the hooligans and Molly” 

BANG! 

“You piece of trash!” Abigail flung the documents onto the ground 

She was not satisfied with his answer. In fact, she was furious 

“What did I tell you? Are you telling me that you didn’t do it?”  

Chapter 390  

Molly’s existence alone was brutally painful for Abigail She felt as if she was suffocating, and she was not 

happy about it at all 

The bodyguard knew that he had not done a good job and made Abigail angry, so he just stood there 

quietly 

Abigail’s heart was pounding because of her rage, and she could not stop lapping her fingers on the desk 

After some time of pondering she finally ordered the bodyquard 

“Go back for now and stay in your house for these few days Sean’s men noticed you, so they won’t stop 

looking for you just lay low the next few days.” 

Abigail sent people to assault Molly overseas, but she did not want to take any of the blame 

Since Sean had already done so much for Molly, all Abigail could do now was wipe out all of the 

evidence 

I can’t let Sean know that I was behind all these! 

“Yes, miss.” The bodyguard responded and quickly walked out of the Nolan Residence He tried to stay as 

low profile as he could and left quietly 

The bruise on Molly’s arm got better after a day as the swelling had gone down it still had a yellow hue 

to it, but it was barely noticeable 

It was a Monday, so Mr Forbes went over to their house to tutor the triplets, as per schedule 



The triplets brought their own stationeres to start their classes 

Their class ended in the afternoon, but Mr Forbes did not leave night away He intentionally stayed back 

to talk to Molly about something 

“Hey, so there’s a calligraphy contest in Northfolk the day after tomorrow Alex, Ben, and Claudia are all 

very gifted in it, and they are way beyond my other students. That’s why I decided to sign them up for 

the competition 

Mr. Forbes continued, “If you’re free, you should really take your kids to try it out Although it’s a 

calligraphy contest, it’s good to give your kids some exposure This will help elevate your kids’ taste and 

perspective 

As a teacher, he could see the brilliance of his students and he did not want his students’ talent and 

potential to go to waste 

Although he tulored the kids because of Sean, he had fallen for the tripleis after tutoring them for some 

time, which was why he signed them up for the competition without asking for Molly’s permission first 

Molly was obviously happy to have such a considerate teacher Besides, he was complimenting her kids 

as well “Sure, thank you for caring so much about them I will bring them there,” Molly answered 

Just os Mr Forbes sald, exposing her kids to events like this would only do them good 

“Well, 111 go with you.’ Sean heard Mr Forbes’s conversation with Molly, so he responded as well 

The triplets were over the moon after being praised by Mr Forbes 

When they heard that their father would be joining them, they immediately cheered 

“We’ll do our best, our very best!” 

Ben was full of confidence and passion! 

“Me too, me too! Mr. Forbes said that my calligraphy looks amazing!” Claudia chimed in 

Alex was not as excited as his siblings, but he still could not hide the smile on his face 

Needless to say, he was very happy as well 

Brycen heard their laughter and decided to join in on the fun.  

 


